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Governance, Privatization and Impacts

Objective: Review the evolution of airport 
governance arrangements and the main features of 
the relationship between airports and airlines

Outline

– Changing governance practices, the trend 
toward privatization and related impacts

– Reasons for privatizing

– Resultant “models” of ownership and 
management

– Advantages and disadvantages

– The airline-airport relationship

– Main areas of contention between airports and 
airlines
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The Past (to the 1990s)

Airports were owned by national, regional or local 

government and managed either by government 

organizations or by independent, government-

owned Airport Authorities

Often heavily subsidized by national governments, 

especially with respect to capital costs

Essentially not-for-profit organizations, with 

principal aim to provide infrastructure for air travel

Change began in the 1980s

– Growing commercialization of some airports 

– BAA privatization (1986)



The Present
 Dramatic restructuring of the airports as an “industry” 

during the past 25 years

1. Commercialization: From “public utility” to “commercial 

enterprise”; a private sector management philosophy.

2. Privatization: Transfer of management and, often, of 

ownership to private sector.

– Share flotations

– Private management contracts

– Outright sales to private or public-private partnerships

3. Diversification of ownership

– Financial institutions and investors

– Construction/infrastructure companies

– Operators of other airports

– Pension funds, airlines, various others Page 4



Factors Contributing to Privatization Trend

The economic results of some publicly-owned 

airports that emphasized commercialization in the 

1980s indicated that the airport industry held great 

potential for private investors

Need for airport management to react quickly and 

flexibly to rapid change in the airline industry 

(privatization, mergers)

Airports became “mature” as economic entities and 

no longer required government subsidies to survive

For several reasons, governments have become 

increasingly reluctant to allocate large amounts of 

public funds to capital expenditures at busy airports 
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What is “Privatization”?

Privatization: the transfer of partial or full ownership

to private organizations

A more “liberal” definition includes “transfer of 

management to private organizations”

The term “corporatization” is often used to refer to a 

restructuring of government and public 

organizations into corporate entities that introduce 

business management techniques to their 

administration.

The typical result of corporatization is the creation of 

state-owned corporations where the government 

retains a majority ownership of the corporation's 

stock. Page 6
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Airport Privatization Trend

Natural evolution from earlier commercialization trend

Growing private participation in airport ownership 
[about 300 privatized airports world-wide as of 2014]

Equally important, private-sector management 
practices are replacing traditional government-style 
management in an environment demanding 
economic self-sufficiency 

Trend toward “outsourcing” of airport activities, lean 
airport organizations (“US model”)

Accompanied by improved understanding of need for 
regulatory safeguards to protect public interest and 
prevent monopolistic practices



Types of Privatization
 Share flotation: initial public offering (IPO) with shares 

issued and traded on stock exchanges (BAA - 100%, 

Vienna - 27, Zurich - 22, Auckland - 52, AdP - 28, etc.)

 Trade sale: Sale of all or part of the airport through a public 

tender (many UK airports – 51-100%, Dusseldorf – 50, 

Australia excluding Sydney – 100, Hanover – 30, etc.)

 Concession: Sale of lease to operate airport for a defined 

period (20 – 40 yrs), usually through public tender, ROT-

rehabilitate-operate-transfer (Argentinean Airport System, 

Santo Domingo, Antalya, Izmir, St. Petersburg, Zagreb) 

 Project finance: BOT – build-operate-transfer agreement (20 

– 40 yrs) with private group or PPP (public-private-

partnership) ( Athens, Izmir, Manila, Amman, Tirana)

 Management contract: Assign responsibility for operating 

airport (Cairo, Riyadh, Bahamas, Algeria)
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Brazilian Privatization (2012)
Pax 

(mio) 

2011

Cargo 

(000) 

Tonne

s 2011

Revenue 

($ mio) 

2011

Concession 

conditions

Winning bid

Sao Paulo 

Guarulhos

27 431 $450 20 yrs;

Min bid: $2 billion;

10% of gross 

revenue per yr;

Investment req’d: 

$2.7 billion

ACSA (S. 

Africa) + 

Invepar 

(Brazil) + OAS 

(Brazil)

$9.4 billion

Sao Paulo 

Viracopos 

Campinas

5 258 $150 30 yrs;

$870 million;

5%; $5 billion

Egis (France) 

+ Triunfo (Br)

$2.2 billion

Brasilia 14 3 $75 25 yrs;

$340 million

2%; $1.6 billion

Corporacion 

America (Arg) 

+ Engevix (Br)

$2.6 billion
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Forms of Ownership and Management

A. Government-owned; operated by Department or Agency 
of national government

B. Government-owned; operated by a municipal or regional 
Department or Agency

C. Government-owned, possibly with some private 
participation; operated and managed by a contractor

D. Operated by an autonomous Airport Authority, fully owned 
by municipal and/or  regional and/or national government

E. As in ‘D’ but with minority private shareholders (some 
shares may be publicly traded)

F. Privately-owned (fully or in majority, possibly with some or 
all shares publicly traded); operated as autonomous 
airport authority
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Typical Provisions for Type D Airports in US

 Board of Directors appointed by shareholders

 Often tax exempt or privileged tax status

 Authorized to acquire land via “eminent domain”

 Authorized to undertake construction, manage the airport, 
and be responsible for all services

 Authorized to issue tax-exempt revenue bonds

 Typically expected to be economically self-supporting;          
authorized to adjust user charges to this effect

 Can make “contributions” to owner in lieu of taxes

 Possibly also operate other infrastructure (e.g.,  seaports, 

bridges, tunnels, etc.)

 All property reverts to owner if Authority is dissolved
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Ownership and Management of Airports: Comments

 Tendency toward D - F as airports become busier 

and more important to local and national 

economies

 Many variations within categories

 “Build, operate and transfer” (BOT) or 

“rehabilitate, operate and transfer” (ROT) 

agreements are often associated with E and F

 BOT arrangements may also be made for 

individual facilities within an airport (e.g., 

terminals, car parks, etc.)

 Airport privatization decisions (E and F) are often 

the subject of significant political controversy 



Shareholders of Fraport AG, 2009
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Sample European Airports: Ownership + Operator 
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Airport  Type Operator Ownership 

Amsterdam D Schiphol Group Dutch Govt. 69.77%, City of 

Amsterdam 20.3%, City of 
Rotterdam 20.3%, ADP 8% 

Berlin D Flughafen Berlin 
Schönefeld, GmbH 

German Govt. 26%, State of 
Bradenburg 37%, State of Berlin 

37% 

Brussels F Brussels Airport Co. Ontario Teachers 39%, Macquarie 
Fund 36%, Belgian Govt. 25% 

Copenhagen F Copenhagen Airport CAD ApS 57.7%, Danish Govt. 
39.2%, free float 3.1% 

Dublin D Dublin Airport 

Authority 

Irish Govt. 100% 

Frankfurt E Fraport AG State of Hessen 31.5%, City of 

Frankfurt 20.1%, Lufthansa 9.9%, 
Artio Global Investors 10%, free 

float 28.5%  

Greece (except 
Athens) 

A Ministry of Transport Greek Govt. 100% [may change to 
F in 2015, Fraport] 

	



Sample European Airports: Ownership + Operator 
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Airport Type Operator Ownership 

Lisbon F ANA Vinci Group 100% 

London Heathrow F Heathrow Airport 

Holdings, Ltd. 

Ferrovial Consortium 62%, Cdp du 

Quebec 28%, Baker Street 

Investment 10% 

London Gatwick F Gatwick Airport, Ltd. Global Infrastructure Partners (GIP) 

100% 

Madrid D AENA Spanish Govt. 100% [may change] 

Manchester D Manchester Airport  

Group 

Council of City of Manchester 

55%, 9 Borough Councils 45% 

Milan 

(Malpensa+Linate) 

E SEA City of Milan 54.8%, F2i 

investment fund 44.3%, various 1% 

Moscow 
Domodedovo 

F East Line Group East Line Group 100% 

Moscow 
Sheremetyevo 

D Joint Stock Company Russian Govt. 100% 

Munich D Flughafen München, 

GmbH 

German Govt. 26%, State of 

Bavaria 51%, City of Munich 23% 

Paris (Charles de 

Gaulle + Orly) 

E Aéroports de Paris 

(ADP) 

French Govt. 52.4%, various 

institutional investors 29.1%, 
Schiphol Group 8%, free float 

8.5%, ADP employees 2% 

Prague D Joint Stock Company Czech Govt. 100% 
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Commercialization and Away-from-Home Ventures

Fast-growing non-aeronautical revenues as a 

result of emphasis on commercial activities and 

other landside services (due to growing traffic and 

to numbers and longer dwell times of connecting 

and departing passengers) 

Ventures away from home, sometimes in activities 

not directly related to airports (e.g., real estate)

“Global airport operators” (Fraport -- $500 million 

revenue from airports elsewhere in 2011, Vinci, 

TAV, Vantage, GMR, etc.)

Evolving organizational structures reflecting these 

trends



Fraport’s International Holdings

% Share of 

Airport’s 

Operator

Date of Initial 

Involvement

No. of pax in 

2011 (millions

Delhi 10 2006 35

Hanover 30 1998 5

Antalya 51 2007 25

Varna and 

Burgas

60 2006 3

Lima 100 2001 12

St. Petersburg, 

Pulkova

35.5 2010 10

Xi’an 24.5 2007 21

Page 17

Source: Graham (2014)



Traditional 2-Tier Organizational Chart
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Organizational Structure: The Amsterdam Schiphol Group

Corporate
Staff

Domestic
Airports

International Project
Consult

Business Unit:
Airlines

Business Unit:
Retail

Business Unit:
Passengers

Schiphol
Airport

Real
Estate

Support
Services

Inform'n +
Communic'n
Technology

Board
of

Management



Perceived Advantages of Privatization

Reduced need for public investment

Access to commercial capital markets

More flexibility in tailoring financing schemes

Less government control and political interference

Private sector management may improve 

efficiency, increase competitiveness

Incentives for management and employees to 

perform well

Governments may gain financially from converting 

public assets and from company taxes

More responsiveness to change

Timely investments at right scale Page 20



Criticisms of Privatization

May create a private monopoly with

– Excessive focus on “bottom line”, overcharging for 

services

– Little concern for externalities

– Reluctance to make additional investments, especially 

near expiration of concession period

– Insufficient attention to quality, level of service

 Less emphasis on public interest, overall economic effects 

(e.g., “high user charges” vs. “attractiveness to low-cost 

carriers”)

 Poor employment conditions, “extra-lean” organization

 Ownership and management teams may change during 

concession period, often several times 
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LHR: Quality Control Program

 A program to control quality of service at LHR, called the 

Service Quality Rebate Scheme (SQRS) was introduced by 

the regulatory Civil Aviation Authority

 Identifies the service standards that airlines and 

passengers should expect from Heathrow in return for the 

regulatory charges they paid

 If performance falls below a certain level, Heathrow must 

repay a proportion of charges levied back to the airlines

 SQRS provides an incentive to the airport operator to meet 

the specified standards of service quality

 Rebate payments are made monthly to airlines

Maximum amount of rebates is 7% of airport charges

 Rebates are paid on performance in each individual 

terminal
Page 22



LHR: Coverage of Quality Control Program

 Queuing at the departures security search area, transfers 

security search, staff search, and security search for 

catering, flight crews and maintenance equipment

 Availability of stand service for aircraft.

 Passenger perception of availability of seating in the 

departures lounge, the quality of flight information systems, 

how easy it is to find their way around, the cleanliness of 

toilets and concourse areas, ease of use of wi-fi service.

 Passenger Sensitive Equipment (PSE), which includes lifts, 

escalators, conveyors (moving walkways).

 Arrivals baggage reclaim belts, fixed electrical ground power 

(for aircraft on stands), pre-conditioned air (for aircraft), and 

stand entry guidance (to assist aircraft parking).
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LHR: Example of SQRS Report (T5, Jan 2015)
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London Heathrow Holdings Ltd: History

1965-86: British Airports Authority, publicly owned; 

owner and operator of Heathrow, Gatwick, Stansted

plus Glasgow, Edinburgh, Southampton, Aberdeen

1986-2006: BAA plc, 100% privately held shares, 

London Stock Exchange (~$2.5 billion initial 

capitalization)

2006: BAA Ltd, 100% of shares acquired by 

consortium led by Ferrovial S.A., a Spanish 

construction and infrastructure conglomerate (~$20 

billion); delisted from London Exchange 

2009: UK Competition Commission requires that 

BAA sell Gatwick, Stansted and either Edinburgh or 

Glasgow citing monopoly concerns Page 25



London Heathrow Holdings Ltd: History [2]

2009+: Gatwick (2009) and Edinburgh (2012) sold 

to Global Infrastructure Partners (GIP) and 

Stansted (2013) to Manchester Airports Group

2012: BAA Heathrow Airport Holdings Ltd

2014: Announcement of intent to sell Glasgow, 

Southampton and Aberdeen

Shareholders: Ferrovial S.A. (25.00%), Qatar Holding 

LLC (20.00%), Caisse de dépôt et placement du 

Québec (12.62%), the Government of Singapore 

Investment Corporation (11.20%), Alinda Capital 

Partners (11.18%), China Investment Corporation 

(10.00%) and Universities Superannuation 

Scheme (10.00%) Page 26



Setting the Rules
 Initial contract with (fully or partially) privatized Airport 

Operator is extremely important in setting framework for 

airport development and operation

 Typically specifies:

– Facilities to be built, if any (what? when?)

– Constraints on charge increases or return on investment

– Timeline for future investments (often tied to traffic growth)

– Quality of service (LOS) requirements

– Management appointments

– Reporting requirements

– Length of concession period, conditions on renewal

– Conditions for share trades, rights of shareholders

 Regulatory environment, monitoring mechanisms during 

concession period are also critical Page 27



The Airline – Airport Relationship

Synergistic in principle, but often tense

Privatization of airports may have increased 

tensions, as airports are more motivated to focus 

on economic results

The one constant: both parties benefit from traffic 

growth at the airport (but…)

Relationships and rules of engagement vary 

enormously across countries and even across 

airports in the same country

Some specific issues are discussed below 
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Setting Aeronautical Charges

Process and decision-maker(s) in setting user 

charges vary greatly

– Central government (possibly with input from 

airport operator and airlines)

– Regulator (with input from stakeholders)

– Airport operator (with input from local airline 

committee, subject to approval by government 

or regulator)

– Airport operator subject to approval by airline 

users (“majority-in-interest”)

Typically subject to “liberal” or restrictive 

guidelines
Page 29
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Airport Regulation in the United States

 Publicly-owned airports – local and/or state government

 Largely contractually-determined, self-policing regulatory 

system, in a mature market: airports typically have long-

term binding agreements with several airlines, which 

lease or co-own airport assets

 Aeronautical charges must be cost-related (essentially a 

cost-plus system loosely overseen by local authorities)

 Stake of airlines in airport assets helps foster better 

commercial agreements

 Federal government may intervene when a potential 

violation of federal legislation is perceived

 Extensive and regular consultation with airlines re airport 

charges; majority-in-interest clauses in many cases



Single-till vs dual-till pricing of aeronautical 

services

A fundamental issue: how to treat non-aeronautical 

revenues

“Single till” vs. “dual till” controversy (simplified)

Single till: Airlines are charged only for “residual” 

aeronautical costs, i.e., those not covered by non-

aeronautical revenues [supported by airlines]

Dual till: Airlines pay aeronautical charges sufficient 

to cover the full cost of aeronautical facilities and 

services; non-aeronautical revenues are not 

considered [supported by airports]
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US Analogy: Residual vs. Compensatory

Residual Cost Approach 

– Airlines assume financial risk by agreeing to pay 
costs not allocated to other users or not covered by 
non-airline sources of revenue

– Airlines are charged only for residual aeronautical 
costs, i.e., those not covered by non-aeronautical 
revenues

Compensatory Approach

– Airport operator assumes entire financial risk

– Airlines pay aeronautical charges sufficient to 
recover actual aeronautical costs



Cross-Subsidies within a Group of Airports

Many airport operators operate groups of airports (e.g., 

AENA 47 airports in Spain, BAA formerly 7 airports in UK, 

Port Authority of New York and New Jersey 6, Aeropuertos 

Argentina 33, etc)

 Some of the airports in group may be major international 

airports, while others are small domestic ones

 Airlines often concerned about cross-subsidies from the 

strong airports in group to economically weak ones

 Airport operators argue that such cross-subsidies strengthen 

the entire group of airports as a system

 National governments have often attempted to privatize 

airports as groups, so that weak airports can be privatized as 

part of a “package” that includes strong ones (e.g., 

Argentina, Greece, Mexico, Portugal, Spain)
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Ground Handling
Provision of ground-handling services is an 

essential aspect of airport operations

Ground handling can be provided by:

– The airport operator (or government agency)

– The airline itself (“self-handling”)

– Another airline

– A specialized ground-service operator 

Airlines insist on at least two of the above options 

being available and on the right to self-service

Some airport operators still retain monopolistic or 

semi-monopolistic control of all/some services

Frequent cause for disputes or litigation Page 34



Slots and Airport Access

Slot: A permission to use a runway and the airport’s 

infrastructure at a certain time

At “Schedule Coordinated” (“Level 3”) airports, 

access to the airport is restricted to “slot holders”

Historical holders of slots retain “Grandfather 

Rights” to these slots (subject to “use-it-or-lose-it” 

provisions)

Unavailability of slots at desired times of the day 

may act to limit or distort competition at some Level 

3 airports by keeping out “new entrants” – this may 

be true even in “Open Skies” environments  
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Common Use vs. Dedicated Facilities
Airport facilities and services may be “common 

use” or “dedicated” (= available only to a subset 

of airlines)

Common-use facilities are typically developed by 

the airport operator, who also controls access by 

allocating gates and stands to airlines, with 

possible changes from day to day

Dedicated facilities may be developed by: 

– the airport operator and leased to specific airlines

– jointly by an airline(s) and the airport operator

– by an airline(s) under a BOT agreement  

Airport operator controls access to land parcels 

on airport property Page 36



Concerns of Airlines re. Airport Planning

1. Unnecessary or excessive or misplaced capital 

expenditures (CAPEX)

2. Inadequate planning to anticipate, prepare and 

develop airport infrastructure to prevent severe 

congestion 

– Late realization of need to expand facilities 

3. Failure to adopt a “systems approach” to planning 

– Example: increase size of terminal without 

increasing capacity of runway system

4. Insufficient consultation / coordination with airlines 

regarding infrastructure needs and investments
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Questions? Comments?
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